!FDC 0/4719 (KFDC A0136/20) ZZZ PART 1 OF 2 SECURITY..SPECIAL SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS (SSI) CONCERNING NATIONAL SECURITY AND REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL AND FOREIGN STATE ACFT OPS IN UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL AIRSPACE. IN ACCORDANCE WITH 14 CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS (CFR) 99.7, SPECIAL SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS (SSI), AND 49 USC 40103 AND 41703, IN ADDITION TO THE REQUIREMENTS PRESCRIBED IN 14 CFR PART 99, SECURITY CONTROL OF AIR TRAFFIC, THE SSI AND NATIONAL SECURITY REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL AND FOREIGN STATE ACFT OPS IN UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL AIRSPACE THAT WERE PUBLISHED, AND EFFECTIVE AS OF 27 APR 2017, IN THE AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION PUBLICATION (AIP) (PART II. ENROUTE, ENR 1.12) AND AERONAUTICAL INFORMATION MANUAL (AIM) (CHAPTER 5, SECTION 6) PRESCRIBE THE PROCEDURES FOR CIVIL AND FOREIGN STATE ACFT OPS IN UNITED STATES TERRITORIAL AIRSPACE. EFFECTIVE 2009080001-2109072359. THIS NOTAM CANCELS THE FOLLOWING FDC NOTAM: FDC 0/9805 - SECURITY...SPECIAL SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS (SSI) FOR TRANSPONDER OPS OF CIVIL ACFT OPERATING INTO OR OUT OF THE UNITED 2009080001-2109072359 END PART 1 OF 2

!FDC 0/4719 (KFDC A0136/20) ZZZ PART 2 OF 2 SECURITY..SPECIAL SECURITY INSTRUCTIONS (SSI) STATES, INTO, WI, OR ACROSS THE UNITED STATES CONTIGUOUS AIR DEFENSE IDENTIFICATION ZONE (ADIZ). FDC NOTAM 0/9805 CANCELED THE SSI AND REQUIREMENTS FORMERLY CONTAINED IN FDC NOTAMS 6/4255, 6/4256, 6/4260, 8/2435 ON 29 AUG 20:00 2020. 2009080001-2109072359 END PART 2 OF 2